ADI999-SERIES
ADIME999-SERIES

Medical Cabinets

When in the market for a medical cabinet, Adir Med offers an array of
various types that will surely fit your every need. Our cabinets reliably
hold medical equipment, prescriptions, and other medical supplies. Their
compact size is perfect for areas with limited room like school nurses,
hospitals, offices, clinics, or even residential homes. We offer cabinets to
hold defibrillators, medicine cabinets, medicine cabinets with file holders
and a built-in shelf, and a corner medicine cabinet. Several of our
cabinets are offered in an assortment of vibrant colors such as blue,
green, red, purple, and white. Their powder-coated finishes are ideal for
daily use and can be cleaned easily. We offer our cabinets with shelves
that provide optimal storage space for various medical instruments,
medications, and first aid supplies. Adorned on most of the doors of our
cabinets are locks that are perfect for keeping out unauthorized
individuals, and with the included key, you can be reassured that the
contents won’t fall into the wrong hands. When purchasing one of our
products, you will be investing in the safety and health of yourself and
the individuals around you.

FEATURES
Storage: Provide optimal, easy-to-see places
to store medical equipment such as a
defibrillator, medications, essential files, and
various medical supplies.
Compact Design: You’re able to mount them
in any location without taking up valuable
space.
Included: With each purchase, all mounting
hardware is included and those with locks
come with two keys to ensure you always
have one on hand.
Versatile: Can be utilized in hospitals, clinics,
camps, schools, nursing homes and even
residential homes.

SPECS
Products:

Name:

Dimensions:

Color Options:

Lockable:

ADI999-01

Non-Alarmed Steel Cabinet for Defibrillators

15”H x 15” W x 7” D

15”H x 15” W x 7” D

No

ADI999-04-BLU
ADI999-04-GRN
ADI999-04-RED
ADI999-04-WHI
ADI999-04-PUR

Large Medical Security Cabinet, Dual Locks

21”H x 16” W x 6” D

Blue, Green, Red, White,
and Purple

Yes

ADI999-05-WHI

Locking Drug Cabinet

6”H x 12.5” W x 5.9” D

White

Yes

ADI999-06-BLU
ADI999-06-GRN
ADI999-06-RED
ADI9996-06-WHI

Medicine Cabinet w/Pull-Out Shelf &
Document Pocket

21”H x 16” W x 6” D

Blue, Green, Red,
and White

Yes

ADIME999-01

Mountable Corner, Two-Shelf Locking
Medical Cabinet

14.96”H x 14.96” W x

White

Yes

7.09” D
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ADI999-06-SERIES
Medicine Cabinet with Pull-Out
Shelf & Document Pocket

ADI999-04-SERIES
Large Medical Security Cabinet,
Dual Locks

ADI999-01
Non-Alarmed Steel Cabinet
for Defibrillators

ADI999-05-WHI
Locking Drug Cabinet

ADIME999-01
Mountable Corner, Two-Shelf
Locking Medical Cabinet
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